
5 ~ppli_ca~ions of corpora in applied 
lınguıstıcs 

Th 1 · e app ıcatıon of corpora expected to have most 1 --
~:sad;~nof(~~~ ~~~k 6~~ng~age teaching- is dealt with i~ec~:~~~;s ~~ 
descrı.bed Th p ). n thıs chapter, other applıcations are 

. ese are: 

The production of dictionaries and "ramıJJars h 
b k f ı o t at is, reference 

oo s or anguage learners and translators. ' 
The use of corpora in critica! linguistics illuminating items or 
ımportance to the study of ideologies. ' 
The use of corpora in translation. 
i~e contr~bution of corporato literary studies and stylistics. 

e use o corpora ın forensıc lınguistics. 
The use of corpora in designing writer support packages. 

Dictionaries and grammars 

Introduction 

Corpora ~ave so revolutionised the writing of dictionaries and 

r:~~:~rtha~~;~s ~; ~~:g~~r~~a\~arne~s (or rather, for learners. of 

~~~f~~~t ~o!r~~~~~ai~ ı;arner'/ d~~ti~~~~~of0~
0

~:a:~:t~:/~~~~~~ 
r:~~:~;ra~~~~ ~aı:~~~~~o;e~;~I~~~:t:~a~:~r~?~t 1:~:ee:~~~~~h~ni~ 
usıng the product of corpus investigation. A~~~u~~; of~:i~orpus are 
to wrıte dıctıonaries are found in Sindair (ed ) 1987· S g co~pora 
Baugh et al 1996; Clear et al 1996_ · ' ummers 996; 

This seetion will concentrate on those areas in which the u corp~ra has changed dıctıonaries and other reference books ;~ of 
can e surnmarısed as a series of new emphases: . ese 

an emphasis on frequency; 
an emphasıs on collocation and phraseology· 
an emphasıs on variation· ' 
an emphasis on lexis in g;ammar· 
an emphasis on authenticity. ' 

Each of these will now be dealt with in turn. 
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Emphasis on frequency 
One area in which speaker intuition is acknowledged to be of very 
::nle use is in the assessment of relative frequency between words, 
:neanings and usages. A very important impact of coı·pora upon 
dictionaries, therefore, is the inclusion of information about relative 
frequencies. Such information may be given explicitly to the 
dictionary user, or it may be used by the dictionary writer in deciding, 
for exaınple, which sense of a word to show first. 

Because a corpus can show the diversity of use, and the import
:ınce, of very frequent words, current learner's dictionaries tend to 
include more detailed information than the old ones did about these 
\Vords. A rough indication of this can be given by comparing the 
number of senses given for certain frequent words in different 
dictionaries. 1 Here are same comparisons between the Longman 
Dictionaı·y of Conteınporary English 2"d edition (1987), which was 
\Yritten without a corpus, and two dictionaries written with the aid 
of a corpus: the Longınan Dictionary of Contemporary English 3"'' 
edition (1995) and the Collins CoBUILD English Dictionary (1995). 

KNOW 
Longman 1987 gives 20 senses of KNOW. Longman 1995 gives over 

40 and CoBU!LD 1995 gives over 30. 

MATTER 
Longman 1987 gives 10 senses of the noun and verb MATTER, 
including phrases such as asa matter of fact. Longman 1995 gives 
over 30 senses. CoBUILD 1995 gives over 20. 

MAY 
Longman 1987 gives 7 senses of the moda! may. Longman 1995 gives 

8 senses. CosuıLD 1995 gives 15 senses. 

PLACE 
Longman 1987 gives 20 senses of the noun PLACE. Longman 1995 
and CoBUILD 1995 each give over 30 senses. 

ı A comparison between number of senses can only be a very rough guide to comprehen
siveness because dictionaries do not dividc information berween senses in consisrent 
ways. One dictionary may include a lot of information in a singlc sense, where anothcr 
dictionary may choose to di vi de the information berwccn rwo or morc senses. 
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Many of the increases in number of senses is explained by ne<çc 

information being given about the very frequent uses, involving :::c:: 
division of one sense into two or more. For exaınple, Longman 19F'' 
gives as one sense of matter the meaning 'soınething wrong', as 
What's the matter? Longman 1995 expands this to four senses: the::· 
question asking about il!ness or a state of being broken; the quesric•' 
asking about feelings; the stateınent there's something the mat:::•· 
with; and the negative stateınent there's nothing the matter with. 

There are also 'new' senses, that is, meanings or uses tbat seeme.:: 
unimportant before a corpus showed how frequent they were. Oc.· 
example is the phrase I know, wbich was included in Longman ın
only as a phrase uttered when someone gets a sudden idea (as " 
What can we get her for her birthday? Oh I know, we'll get he· 
some flowers). In Longınan 1995, two addirional uses are giver •• 
agreeınent (as in Tm so worn out.' 'Yeah, I know') and forestaliing 
disagreement (as in It sounds silly I know, but try it anyway 
CoBUILD 1995 gives three uses of I know: agreement; prefacing ; 
disagreeınent (as in 'There are trains straight from Cambridge.' 'I 
know, but it's no quicker'); and showing sympathy and under
standing (as in I know what you're going through). Anather example 
is may. One meaning of may in Longman 1987 is the 'degree oi 
certainty' ıneaning. Longman 1995 divides this into a 'future· 
meaning (something may or may not happen) and a 'presenr 
meaning (something ınay or may not be true). CüBUILD 1995 adds 
another sense which indicates a degree of usuality rather than a 
degree of certainty, that is, soınething is certain but is only sametimes 
true (as in Up to five inehes of snow may cover the mountains). 
Final!y, place with a possessive (my place, your place) is noted bv 
Longınan 1995 and COBUILD 1995 to indicare 'the house or flar 
where someone lives'. In addition, CoBU!LD 1995 notes that the 
place is used anaphorical!y, referring to sornewhere that has alread;· 
been mentioned in the discourse. Neither of these uses of PLACE 
were given in Longman 1987. 

Another innovation in dictionaries that has been made possible by 
the use of a corpus is the inclusion of explicit frequency information. 
CoBUILD 1995, for exaınple, places all thewordsin the dictionary in 
one of 6 frequency bands. Longman 1995 notes words that are 
particularly frequem in spoken and written English and coınpares the 
frequency of some words in the two modes. The verbs B ET, MEAN 
and THINK, for example, are shown to be much ınore frequent in 
spoken than in written English, because of the colloquial use of 
phrases such as I bet, I mean and I thin!<. NEED is shown as ınore 
frequent than REQ UIRE in both written and spoken English, but the 
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-- . ·n s oken English, indicating that REQUIRE is 
.. :;;z:erence ıs greater ı. p . lish than in spoken. 
;r--cre frequently used ın wntten En~ble to compare the frequency of 

; '<ing tagged corpora, ıt ıs poss d as a ver b. The dıctıonary '<.-·~-· 1 s a noun an 
"'"'' <ame word, for examp e, a d . ensı'ble order, with the most ,,,, .. - h b sente ın a s .. E 
;;,;Snitions can t en e pre 996· 262). For example, C"ORG "asa 
':i·equent use first ( Surnıners 1 h . s· des') is approxımately fo ur 

. . ' lley wıt steep ı d'l ') 
0 

ıt ·enun (meanıng a va b GORGE (meaning 'eat gree ı y.' s . 
;•z:ees as frequent as the ver b fore the verb sense in a dıctıonary. 

<"nsible to put the noun sense e re would be automatıc 
-" 1 . hers even mo ll 

iF' t would help exıcograp 1996) which would ena' e 
"na I 1994· Surnıners ' h h 
>ense recognition (C ear ' of frequency also. Given t at t e 
c;enses to be identıfied dın hter;~ifferent collocations and patternıng, 
.:iifferent senses of wor s av . . th ory possible, but has not yet lutomatic sense differentıatıon ıs ın e 
tceen achieved. 

- d rammar reference books . 
:-requency an g . . f . about frequency ın 

f d r wıth ın ormatıon 
There are two ways o ea ıngh . . ply to focus on usages that a~e 
. b k O e approac ıs sım l k thıs zrammar oo s. n . . al (1990), for examp e, ta e . 
;elatively frequent. Sınclaır et . ·ı s of grammar books gıve 
'Dproach. More recently, some ;nne~requency counts in specıally ;~ecise statistical informatıon base (Bober et al 1999; Min dt 2000). 
designed and annotared corp~r;o w:th variation, and e~amples are 
:\luch of this ınformatıon ıs t 'Em hasis on variation . One veryf 
~iven in the sectıon below on h p aiven is the distributıon o 
" f f equency t at ıs " f , , pie in teresring type o r Min dt (2000: 224 ), or exa,n ' 
meanings across a gıven form. esent erfect (the indefinıte past, 
identifies four meanıngs of the pr pt anda use indıcatıng that 
~ast continuing into present, the recentrfs;~;ified time)2 Of these, the ~n action is completed, though rr"~ı;ost 80% of all occurrences of 
first (indefinite pası) acc~u~~s s:cond (past continuing into pr;sen~ 
the present perfect, wıt ~ of the others. The 'recent past . an 
accounting for all but 5Yo mparativelv rare. Thıs ıs ın d · ' meanıno-s are co ' h r have 'complete actıon b k which teach uses suc as ı 
conflict with many course oo s, ent) or they have recently had 
lived here for 12 years (past-ınto-pres typical when in fact they are 
their third child (recent past) as proto Most of the other tense 
ı On than the indefinıte past use. ' ess comm 

1 'nttı two· resultative ane non-h · d fi ·re past use ı · t" t 
2 Mindt (2000) in fact divides t. e ın e n~ re the prcscnt situation isa rcsult o. a pas . 1 . Of thcse the resultatıve use, w e resu tanve. · ' 

action, is more frequent. 
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forms presented by Mindt have similarly asymmetrical patterns of 
use. 

This kind of work is probably most nseful when frequency can be 
linked to discourse. For example, Biber et al (1999) point out that the 
most frequent use of the İn academic prose is at the beginning oi 
complex noun phrases (such as the disoı-ientating effect of zero 
gravıty). Also, the most frequent use of this and these in the same 
register is to refer back to ideas previously mentioned. Knowledge of 
thıs raıses awareness of the use of the and this!these İn academic 
writing such as the following: 

Du~ing. the past year, three Danish engineers working at the Technical 
Unıversıty of Denmark ... have been studying a detailed model of the side-to
side motion of train \vheels. Like all models of train wheels, rhcirs has a single 
left/right symmetry - reflectional syınmetry about a line perpendicular ro the 
axle that connects the wheels. The equations of ınotion that deseribe this 
system have reflectional symmetry too. But the solutions ro these equations 
ınay or ınay not be symmetric - that is, the wheels need not stav 'centred' on 
the rails. (New Scientist) ' 

For the most part, though, frequency information of this kind is 
more useful to the syHabus designer or coursebook writer than to the 
class teacher. For example, according to Biber et al (1999: 388-389), 
the verb TELL İs most frequently found in the pattern 'verb + indirect 
object+ complement da use' (e.g. You can't teli her to get offl 
whereas FROMISE is most frequently found in the pattern 'verb + 
complement da use' (e.g. They proınised to write). FROMISE occurs 
fairly frequently as an intransitive verb (e.g. I promise), whereas 
TELL very rarely does (e.g. time will teli). If a language course 
consısts of faırly large quantities of anthentic lanauaae it is likely 
h h. b " ' 

t at t ıs proportion of frequencies will be mirrored in that language. 
If only small quantities are used, or if invented language is presented 
to the learner, frequency information such as this can be used to 
ensure that the more frequent patterns are presented earlier and more 
frequently than the infrequenr ones. 

The limitation of frequency information of this kind is that it can 
suggest that very infrequent uses can legitimately be ignored. For 
exaınple, Mindt (2000: 182) reports that 98% of verbs in the past 
tense refer to past time, which is hardly surprising. References to a 
hypothetical future, for example, are very rare indeed. lt seems safe 
to assume, therefore, that hypothetical meanings are unimportant 
from the point of view of the past tense, and learners can safely not 
be taught this meaning. However, it is im portant for Iearners to learn 
to express the hypothetical, and for this the past tense is significant; 
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in some contexts (such as following what if) the past tense is the 
most frequent. In other words, a student learning the past rense can 
safely ignore hypothetical meaning, but for a student learnıng to 
express hypotheticality the past tense cannot be ıgnored. 

In addition, lexical variation needs to be taken ıııto account when 
considering frequency (as in the example of TELL :nd FROMIS~ 
above). For example, Mindt (2000: 185) reportsthat quası-subıects 
such as it and there are very infrequent with lexıcal verbs, coınpared 
with other subject types. This observation masks a consıderable 
amount of lexical variation. There are a fairly large number of verbs 
(see Francis et al 1996: 518-542 for lists) for which the sequence 
'it+ ver b+ da use' is very important. The po ı nt ıs that a tea ch er 
should not be misled into thinking that the sequence is unimportant 
just because it occurs frequently only with some lexical items. 

Emphasis on collocation and phraseology 

The attention pa id to ph ra ses such as I k now, your place and there ·s 
something the matter with in dictionaries written usıng .corpora 
reflects the tendeney of a corpus to highlight collocatıon and 
phraseology (Hanks 1987; Sindair 1987a; 1987b; Surnıners 199~). 
For example, in Longman 1987, on: sense of f:;~·ınk was.gıve.rı a; as 
far as one can go without being ın a condıtıon or sıtuatıon . In 
Lanaman 1995 the word by itself is not defined but the phrase be on 
the brink of is 'defined as 'to be almost in a new and very different 
situation' with the example Karl is on the brınk of a brıllıant actmg 
career. C;BUILD 1995 includes the phraseology in the definition: 'If 
you are on the brink of something, usuall~ somethi~g imi?o;tan~, 
terrible, or exciting, you are just about to do ıt or experıence ır. Thıs 
delinition includes reference to the emotive nature of the sıtuatıon 
you might be on the brink of. The examples given reflect the .'central 
and typical' use of on the bı-ink of by ındıcatıng a bad sıtuatıon 
rather than a good one: Their econonıy ıs leeterıng on the brınk of 
collapse ... Failure to coınınunicate had brought the two natıons to 
the brink of war. The examples illustrate frequent collocates of the 
brink of: the preposition on and the verb TEETER, and the pre
position to with the verb BRING. (See Sindair 2000 for a more 

complete study of brink.) . . , , . . 
This example illustrates several characterıstıcs of the new dıctıon-

aries: 

• the tendency, where possible, to define a phrase rather than a 
word: be oıı the briıık of rather than brink; 
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the use by some dictionaries of the d fi . . . 
Phraseoloo-y· e nıtıon sentence to ıllustra.:--t 

" ' the possibility of introducin f h . . 
into the defin· · . , g urt er collocatıonal ınformatiorc 
exciting'; ıtıon. usually somethıng important, terrible, o: 

~~~io~.e of examples to introduce more information about collo-

lt also illustrates a dileruma of the d. . . 
selective from a wealth of ı· f . Tıchtıonary wrıter: how to bt 

. n ormatıon e wo d b · k · d . 
varıety of phrases, of which on the brink . r rın ıs use ın a 
most frequent verb before this ph . ~ıs ~he most frequent. The 
and be fJOised are also comman raseıs HO ut TEETER, STAND 
frequent phrase is to the brink or,'p~~c~sded b VER.b The hsecond most 
TAKE, DRIVE and PUSH. All these Y ver s suc as BRING, 
means invariably followed b phras~s are typıcally, but by no 
Examples such a~ Roy Evan y. nour;:. ın ~atıng somethiııg bad. 
gloı·ious new era or was on ths ~ guz ıng ı em to the brink of a 
not 'wrong' Th bl . he rınk of promotion are unusual bm 

· e pro em ıs t at there · t h · f 
to be dealt with İn a b · f d" . ıs 00 muc ın ormation here 

ne ıctıonary ent . L 1 Cosuıw 1995 both ch h ry. ongman 995 and 
d fi . . oose t e most freque t h f . 

e nıtıons Cosuıı D 1995 t . d I n P rase or theır 
· · rıes to ea w"th h h h . 

examples hoping that the I ·ıı ı t e ot er p rases ın 
' earner wı extrapol t h . . 

(the phrases on the hrink of and t th b . a e w at ıs essentıal 
(the verbs leetering and has hrough~). e rınk of) and what is useful 

Phraseology ıs particularly im orta . h 
words, the maı·ority of who p nt ın t e case of very frequent 

. . se uses may be ın f · ı fi d h (Sınclaır 1987b· 1999· S aır Y xe p rases 
' ' ummers 1996) S f 

notes that day most frequently occurs in. phummers, hor example, 
the other day and same da . rases suc as one day, 
argues that dictionaries someJm~!9X!·n 26

:-2t3). Sınclaır (1999) 
fyıng such phraseology, particularl i o~ ,,o ar enough ın ıdentı· 
opposed to lexical words H y n re atıon to grammatıcal, as 
instances of the w~rd a ar~ a;c~~~~~~ ~ut, bfor example, that many 
to a head rather tha . or y phrases such as come 

' n occurrına as an alt · h 
determiner, but that dictionarie; (and ernatıvbe to t e or anather 
such usage. grammar ooks) rarely record 

Eınphasis oıı variatioıı 

In a keynote leeturc at the 2"d No th A . 
Co d L r mencan Symposium ~ rpora an anguage Teaching (2000) 5 on 
reference books must cease t b ' ı'· hus;n Conrad argued that 

o e mono ıt ıc ' that ıs, must cease to 
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:reat English as a single entity. Instead, Conrad advocatcd the 
approach adopted in the Loııgmaıı Graınıııar of S{Jokcn and Written 
English (Biber et al 1999), in which gramınatical features are 
presented in terms of a comparison of frequency between four 
broadly defined 'registers': fiction, academic prose, 'news' (ne\vs
paper reportage), and conversation. Each seetion of Biber et al 
i999) includes corpus evidence of comparative frequency, together 

\Yith an interpretation which relates the figures to contexts of use. 
For example, instead of simply describing the formatinn and use of 
present and past tense in English, Biber et al (1999) note that present 
:ense occurs more frequently than past tense in conversation and in 
academic prose whereas past tense occurs more frequently than 
present tense in fiction. News uses both tenses about equally (1999: 
456). These figures are interpreted in terms of the typical ıneanings 
made in each register. Conversation frequently uses present tense, for 
example, because of 'speakers) general focus on the immediare 
context' (1999: 457). For academic writing, the reason for the 
preponderance of present tense is different: there is a C<ıncern with 
'general truth', in which specific time is not relevant (1999: 458). Past 
tense is typical of narrative, which makes up most of fiction. 

A similar approach is taken by Mindt (2000), though he uses only 
three registers: conversation, fiction and expository prose. As an 
example of his results, he notes that passives with BE are most 
frequent in expository prose and least frequent in conversation 
(2000: 269). For passives with GET, however, the reverse is true: 
these forms are most frequent in conversation and least frequent in 
expository prose (2000: 282). Passives with EECOME are most 
frequent in fiction and least frequent in conversation (2000: 282). 

Work of this kind raises the question as to whether the registers 
selected for comparison are sufficiently homogeneous, or whether 
they themselves are open to the charge of being monolithic. The news 
texts used by Biber et al, for example, come from a variety of 
newspaper types (tabloid and broadsheet, for example) and from 
different parts of the newspapers (international news, arts reviews, 
business reports and so on). lt is not possible to teli whether certain 
grammatical features are more prevalent in some of these newspapers 
or parts of newspapers than others. Similarly, their academic corpus 
is made up of both academic articles and books, from a range of 
different disciplines (Biber et al 1999: 31-33). Research reportcd in 
chapter 8 of this book, which relates grammatical features to the 
specific concerns of individual disciplines, suggests that the notian of 
'academic prose' as a single register might be an overly blunt 

.instrument. Other questions arise regarding the usefulness of this 

··-·-····-·-···~·~--~-----
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comparative quantitative information to the teacher; these wil! be 
discussed in chapter 7. 

Emphasis on lexis in grammar 

Another striking feature of the Longman Grammar of Spoken and 
Written English İs the degree to which Iexica] information forms an 
integral part of the gramınatica] description. For example, part of the 
study of present and past tenses in English includes Iists of verbs 
which are overwhe1ming1y found in present tense (such as BET, 
DOUBT, KNOW, MATTER, MEAN, MIND, RECKON, 
SUPPOSE and THANK) and those which are more frequent in past 
tense (e.g. EXCLAIM, EYE, GLANCE, GRIN, NOD, PAUSE, 
REMARK, REPLY, SHRUG, SIGH, SMILE and WHISPER) (Biber 
et ai 1999: 459). In this concern for Iexis the writers concur with 
Sinclair, who, in fact, rejects the distinction between Iexis and 
grammar (see chapter 6). The Colliııs CoBUILo English Grammar 
(Sinclair et al 1990) was a pioneer in this respect. Describing the 
imperative, for example, it notes the use of this verb-form in 
sentences such as Coıısider, for example, the contrast between the 
way schools taday treat space and time which focus the reader's 
attention on a particular aspect or example of the topic being 
explained (p204 ). A list of ver bs used in this w ay is included: 
compare, consider, contrast, imagine, look at, picture, suppose and 
take. (Note that Sindair et al take a rather different view of the 
im portance of frequency than do Biber et aL Whereas Biber et al tend 
to give the most frequent verbs to be found with a certain form in a 
given register, Sindair et al list the ver bs which are most important to 
a given meaning made ina particolar way.) 

Sindair et al (1990) in fact contains ınany lists, including lists of 
verbs with particular complementation patterns (p139-193), lists of 
nouns fol!owed by prepositions (pl31) anda list of adjectives used 
after a noun (p75). What emerges from many of these listsis the fact 
that words with similar behaviours tend to have similar meanings. 
For exampJe, nouns followed by for mostly indicare a reaction or 
feeling towards someone or something: admiration, disdain, dislike, 
love, regard, respect or sympathy. The feeling is often one of intense 
wanting: appetite, craving, desire, hunger, need, and thirst. Anather 
meaning is' locking or asking for': bid, demand, quest and search. 

The association between pattern and meaning provides the basis 
for a larger CosuıLo project: the Grammar Patterns series (Francis et 
al 1996; 1997; 1998, see also Hunston et al 1997; Huııston and 
Francis 1998; 1999). These books are based on the grammar codings 
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. E lish Dictionary (CCED) (1995), in 
used in the Collıns CoBuıLDllu;fcates the sequence of eleınents in a 
whıch a sequence of codes ı I f he ver b DECIDE, together wıth 
vattern. Here are some examp es o t , . 

;heir pattern coding (taken from tbe CCED). ' 

. 1 The verb is followed oy a She decided to do a secretarıa. course: 
. fi - · ı The codıno- ıs V to-mf. 

to-ın nıtıve c ause. d ", t to embarrass the mavement 
He has decided that he oesn t ~~~ause. The coding is V that. 
... Tbe ver b ıs fol!owed by a tha e decided against huying 
The house needed totally rebuıldıııg, so w I phrase beo-innino- with 
it. The verb is followed by a preposıtıona " " 

against. The coding is V ataı;st ~~ssia' s econonıy can be reforme d 
I ts outcome wılldecıde wdebı er I beginning with a wb-word. 
at all. The verb ıs followe y a c ause 

The coding is V wh. , ll b f you decide. The ver b is 
Think about it very care, u y e aren". The coding is V 
intransitıve; ıt ıs not followed by anythı " 

. . f r us rather than from a single A pattern is ıdentıfied rom a co p h' e or clause or word must 
~ n s a pattern a p ras . 

example. o qua ı _Y ah d ' d and must be dependent on ıt, as 
frequently occur wıth t e3 no it~ ';;,~~tion to the noun SUGGESTION. 
was dıscussed ın chapter w e listed most of them can 

When the words that shafre a patternF arexample many ver bs with 
h spect o meanıng. or ' h 

be seen to s are an a . d d victory to the ruliııg party) ave 
the pattern V n to n ~a,s ın co~~e ge accord administer, allocate, allot, 
something to do wıt gıvıng ' . .h b . g' cede commit concede, 

· award bequeat rın ' ' ' b 
arrogate, assıgn, ' d r' devo/ve dispense distri ute 
contribute dedicate, delegate, e ıver, . ' l de· ' 
and so on.' Other groups with the same pattern ınc u . 

nicatıon: address, admıt, announce, bid 
verbs to do wıth commu) d communıcate, confess, (farewell) break (news ' commen ' 

confide, descrıbe, dıctate, dısclose, f':u~ı: :~!:~:en;or somethıng: 
b t do with ascrıbıng a qua ı Y d 

ver s o h rıbute credıt ımpute, put own; ascrıbe, assıgn, atta c ' att bb ' te 'change comnıute~ convert, 
ver bs to do wıth change: a revıa lo'wer. pr;mote raıse, reduce, 
decrease, demote, drop, ıncrease, ddwn whıııle down; 
shorten, swell, turn, cut doz:;n, narro~f to ~omethino-: abandon, 
verbs to do wıth devotıngfi yot:J:~ıcate devote, e~slave, lımıt, 
address, apply, commıt, can ne, l '. 

pledge, restrıct, rıvet, tıe, gıve (onese f) ove:hı g· add affix annex, 

verbs tdo do wıhthbad~nlosz~':~~::gc~~~~~;lıp,nc~nne~t, co~ple and appen , attac , ın , ' ' 
so on; 
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verbs to do with attracting soıneone: attract, commend, dra:< 
endear, recomnıend; 
verbs to do with moving someone from one job or position w 
another: accredit, appoint, apprentice, demote, nominate, ordain. 
pro1note, recall, recruit, relegate, transfer, upgrade; 
verbs to dowith betrayal: betray, denounce, report, shop, grass up, 
turn in; 
verbs to do with changing awareness or attitude: acclimatise, 
accommodate, accustom, adapt, adjust, alert, awaken, blind. 
desensitise, inure, reconcile, resign, sensitise; 
verbs to do with directing attention: direct, divert, draw, giı'e 
(thought), pay, switch, turn. 

(For complete listings, see Francis et al 1996: 417-433. Comparable 
corpus-based studies of pattern and lexis are Rudanko 1996; Levin 
etal1997.) 

Reference books of this kind emphasise the connection between 
meaning and pattern and provide a resource for vocabulary building 
in which the word is treated as part of a phrase rather than in 
isolation. They also provide evidence for a challenge to the tradi
tional distinction between lexis and grammar (see chapter 6), and 
indeed challenge our view of what a grammatical description is. To 
illustrate this, consider how grammar is used to account for a 
particular instance of language. Here is an example from a Jetter to a 
newspaper: 

I consider myself to be a so-called 'new man' because I gave up a profession to 
bring up our son. My wife went back to work a year ago, and since then I have 
been astonished to discover how ınany women consider bringing up a baby is a 
woman's job. I meet a lot of women who find it incomprebensible that I run 
the household. It's time that more women changed their attitudes- or they can 
never hope to change those of their menfolk! 

Possible grammatical approaches to this text might include exam
ining the tense usage, or the balance between ınaterial and mental 
processes, or the level of modality. A lexical approach to grammar, 
however, would see it in terms of the patterns belonging to each of 
the various lexical items, as shownin Tab! e 5 .1. 

Emphasis on authenticity 

When reference books are written with the aid of a corpus, examples 
can be chosen that illustrate the most typical use of a word or phrase 
and, if examples are taken from the corpus itself, authenticity is 
guaranteed, in the sense that each example has been used in genuine 
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~, . - 1 Grammar patterns in a short text 
>.::..bie ) •• 

= Pattern 

-._-,7"\sider mvself to be 
:;:.-~ so-called <new man' 
::;-,·e up a profession 
;:.;:,ng u2 o ur son 

V n to-inf 
V n 
V P n 
VPn 
Vadv prep 

,__;_:.-:nt back to work 
~ been astonished to d iseover. 
:::~.;;--over how many women consıder ' . 
~~~sider bringing up a babyisa \Voman s ıob 
~upababy 
::s~~ :oman's job 
;eet a lot of women 
bnd it incomprehensible that 
-;;-the bousehold 
I:'s time that 
changed their attitudes 
hope to change 
-;:han ge those of their menfolk 

v-link ADJ to-inf 
Vwh 
V that 
VPn 
V n 
V n 
V it AD] that 
V n 
it v-link N that 
V n 
V to-inf 
V n 

. . tant to recognise that authcnticity and 
communication. It ıs ımpor h' A corpus contains numerous 
tvpicality are not the same t ıng. nhy t' c- they are part of actual 
, f . rd that are aut en ı l dd examples o a gıven wo . . word-play· or simp e o 

h duct of ınnovatıon, ' 
texts - but are t e pro f t tvpical. Conversclyı somc 

nd are there ore no , . l l t circumstances, a . that reflect typıca usage JU 

d. . . writers ınvent sentences . 
ıctıonary d in authentic situatıons. . . 

which have not been use , tl at typicalitv ıs ımportant, 
Although all dictionary ~rı\ers agr:~en;icity is desi~able. Baugh et 

they do not all agree that a so ute au 
al (1996: 43) argue that: 

. iearner dictionan,. because they are too 
Most citations are unsuıtable f_or a ,. difficuit words or idioms, or 

, lly contaın unnccessar) 
complex grammatıca ' . f ces to specific contexts. 
make culture-dependent allusıons or re eren 

The introduction to Longman 1995 (xvi) says: 

. b d on ,vhat wc find in the spoken . h' d. t nary are ase 
All the exarnples ın t ıs ~c '? on man Corpus Nenvork. Sonıe . -
and written corpus matenal ın the L g . me have been changed slıghtly 

k d' t from the corpus, so . 
examples are ta en ırec . 1 d . and some have becn \\Tltten 
from the corpus to remove dıfficu t wor s, 

specially for the entry. 
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The Cambridge Learner's Dictionar (20 . 
and typıcality rather than a uth .. y 01. 5) stresses naturalnös 

entıcıty: 

The corpus ... helps us find natural a d . I 
words and phrases are used. n typıca examples to show how 

~hOBUILD 1995 (xxii) makes the strongest daim to authenticity itself: 
e maıorıty of the examples in the die . 

from o?e of the texrs in the Bank of En r;~~ary are ~aken word for word 
very mınor changes to them so tha h g_ . Occasıonally, we have made 
examples. ' t t ey are more successful as dictionary 

Fox (1987) argues the case for authe . 
that invemed examples often do n ~tıc examples, pointing ou; 
phrase take aback for e 1 . ot re ect nuances of usage Th~ 
taken aback by ' ) xhamphe, ıstypically usedin the passive (I w~; 

. . . rat er t an ın the a t. h . u_ 
example may be of the t H. . c ı ve, w ereas an ınvemed 
of course, if the writer ı;;:,~ o~s reactıon took ıne aback (though not 
examples, which do not make sferved the data accurately). lnvemecl 

r . re erence to specıfic co t 
over-exp ıcıt. Fox illustrates th' . h h n exts, are often 
saivage your iea 'said the do t ıs wıht t e example 'We'l/ try to 

·ı d b '" c or to t e trapped ın h· h stı te ecause in a narrative of w h. h . an, w ı c sounds 
would be unlikely that both the docto~ca ~hı~ semence was a part it 
ıdentıfied at this po int. (On the other ha~ d t e man would need to be 
less stılted version- 'We'l/ ı i ' ıt mıght be argued that a 
ı . f . ry to sa va ge your ieg ' h id h. 
ess ın ormatıve and so less hel ful. F . . ' e to .. ıın - is 
shortenına sentences fo . 1 p . ) . ox also ındıcates the pıtfalls of 

I " r mc usıon ın a dict'o Sh . 
examp e His anguish was terribie wh· h ı nary. e cıtes the 
sentence reading His anauish 'ı 'bıcl ~omes from an actuai 
comments: <> was errı e i or her to behoid. Fox 

What seems to be wrong with the sh . . 
comes too close to statincr th b . ort versıon ıs that it is too bald and also 

'bl o e o vıous- we nat ll tern e. Perhaps more im ortanti . ura Y assume that anguish is 
deseribes 'his anouish' t . y,hın t~e .short versıon the word 'terrible' 

f . o 'w ereas ın t e onoınal it is mo I 'bl . 
as re errıng to her reactions to h ·s . f (bF re p ausı y ınterpreted 

1 gne · ox 1987: 148) 

Summary of reference books discussion 

Reference books for learners of E !" h h 
by the use of corpora in th . ng ·\s c t en, have been transformed 
whole, even less !ike simit'r ~ompı atıon and have become, on the 
greatly influenced by the ea:~ w?t~k:~?:h native speakers. They are 
and typıcalıty is obtained f ınformatıon on frequency 

rom a corpus or f . 
corpora, and tend to emph . h ' rom comrastıng 

asıse p raseology and the interaction 
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-::.,~tween lexis and grammar. Whilst there is disagreement on the 
:xtent to which examples should be autbentic in the sense of 'have 
'~een said or written', there isa concern for idiomaticity and realism 
.:c examples. 

Studying ideology and culture 

fdeology in a specialised corpus 

A growing concern in Applied Linguistics is the relation between 
~a.nguage and ideology, in particular, the role of language in forming 
,nd transmitring assumptions about what the world is and sbould be 
:ike, and the role of language in maintaining (or challenging) existing 
;>ower relations. The dominant school of research into language and 
:deology is critica! linguistics (Fowler 1987) or critica! discourse 
analysis (Fairclough 1995). Critica! linguistics looks at language, not 
asa system on its own but as sometbing that 'intervenes' in the social 
v:or!d, largely by perpetuating the assumptions and values of that 
world (Fowler 1987: 482-3). Fowler mentions three aspects of what 
:riticallinguists do that are im portant when considering their use of 
corpora. 

l. Critica! linguists study texts in tbe cantext of the social circum
stances in which they have been produced. 

2. Critica! linguists aim to reveal 'the ideology coded implicitly 
be hi nd the overt propositions'. 

3. Critical linguistics 'challenges comman sense by pointing out that 
something could have been represented some other way, with a 
very different significance'. 

lt is clear that the technigues of corpus investigation have much to 
offer the second and third of these objectives. Patterns of association 
- how lexical items tend to co-occur- are built up over large amounts 
of text and are often unavailable to intuition or conscious awareness. 
They can therefore convey messages implicitly and even be at odds 
with an overt statement. The different options open to speakers can 
be illustrated by the various ways that indi vi dua! words are used. For 
example, a process indicated by the word change can be expressed as 
a noun, as in Oııe change that has begun to eınerge within the 
republic over the iast ten to twenty years has been a revival of Islam, 
or as a verb, as in peopie who were trying to change society. In the 
noun example, the process of change has no agent, that is, no-one is 
made responsible for the change. But this is not an inevitable way of 
expressing what has happened. In the verb example, peopie are 
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shown as responsible for social h o . 
on metaphors associated wı.th he an,e (see Faırclough 2000: 32-34 

W h c anae as a nou ) 
ıt respect to the first ob.ecti~e n . 

context- the role of a co J 1 l to study texts in their social 
a number of texts, corpu;~~~:~h e:~~ ear. If a corpus is composed of 
word-lısts, concordance lines and li pr7essıng technıques, such as 
obscure the character of each t sts o. collocatıons, will tend to 
· ext asa text E h · d. ·d ıs takeıı out of coııtext - th . : ac ın ıvı ual example 
h at, ın a sense ıs the . F h 

t e corpus treats texts as a t ' poınt. urt ermore 
d u onomous entities· th 1 f h ' pro ucer and the society of which h . e ro e o t e text 

obscured. Perhaps for th. t ey are a part tends to be 
'd d ıs reason some cr't" 1 ı· . 

avoı e using corpor h h ' . ı ıca ınguısts have 
(1997), Caldas-Coulth:;d ta~~ıg Mo~~ıs7~;;9urthy (1996), Stubbs 
Mautner (2000) are among those 'wh ), Pıper (2000a) and 
ın such studies. o argue for the value of corpora 

. In this seetion we look at the role . . . . 
ın the lıght of a number of t d' Thof corpora ın crıtıcal lınguistics 

s u ıes. ese are: 

Teubert's (2000) study of the lana .. 
Brıtaın, based on a corpus f ,~age of Eurosceptıcısm in 
taking an antagonistic stance ~ea~er~~s a ownloaded from web-sites 
Flowerdew's (1997) d. . "' n, the European Unıon. 

ISCUSSIOn of speech b h j 
governor of Hong Kong Ch . p es Y t e ast British 
Patten created throuah th, rıs atten. Flowerdew argues that 
asa benevolent colo;ial poese speeches a mythical picture of Britain 
F . 1 wer. 
aırc ough's (2000) investioation of the la 

the re-modelled version of ~h L b nguage of New Labour 
f e a our Party that be h ' 

o government in Britain in 1997 af - . came t e party 
Pıper's (2000a b) analy . f k ter many years ın opposition. 

' sıs o a ey con · h 
programme-that of lifeloıı 1 . cept ın t e New Labour 
downloaded from British a g earnıng- based on a corpus of texts 
M . ,overnment and EU web 't 

arnson and Love's ( 1996) d -sı es. 
magazines ten yearsafter ı'nd Stdu y of lerters to Zimbabwean 
S bb epen ence 

tu s and Gerbig's (1993) . · 
and Ecology, particular!y ~~~pa7son of textbooks in Geography 
verbs. re atıon to theır use of ergative 

Wickens' (1998) accoum of . 
Law, which he compares wit~~mputer-aıdedd teaching materials in 
subject. emınars an textbooks in the same 

Most of these writers acknowl d h . 
whose work is discussed further i~ te t e ınfluence of Stubbs (1996), 

Teubert's (2000) d . t e next sectıon. 
h stu y ıs one of those th t f 

t e sense used by Williams (1976 . da ocuses on 'keywords' in 
' cıte ın Stubbs 1996), that ıs, 
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·yords that have a particular significance ina given discourse (though 
:ot identified statistically as deseribed in chapter 4). In Teubert's case 
'•}me of the words are identified intuitively as conceptually significant 
.c some texts, while others occur as the collocates of those words. 
They include what Teubert, following Hermanns (1994), ca lls 'stigma 
:~~eywords', w hi ch indi ca te an adversary, such as bureaucrat, corrufJ
:ion, and, in the cantext of Europe, federal, and 'banner keywords', 
which indicare a positive value, such as independeııce, peace and 
r:rosperity. Teubert notes a considerable amount of repetition 
:,etween the texts forming his corpus, with phrases such as hureau
~-ratic dietatarship and signing away ... rights appearing in several 
Jifferent texts. He relates this repetition to the minority stancc of the 
writers: 'It is this tight net of intertextual references that is indicative 
of groups hasing their identity on an ideological foundation not 
shared by their environment' (2000: 53). Teubert also points out the 
density of co-occurrence of the stigma and banner keywords in his 
rexts. Out of 17 examples of the sentences containing the stigma 
words unelected and faceless, for example, ten include other stigma 
·,xords, such as bureaucrats, unaccountable and dictators. A similar 
?attern is repeated across the other keywords discussed. 

The comrast between stigma and banner keywords allows Teubert 
w draw attention to the inconsistencies in the Eurosceptics' position. 
For example, uııaccouııtable bankers are evidence of the perfidy of 
Europe, whereas an independent central bank is held up as an ideal, 
yet both unaccountable and independent indicare institutions which 
do not answer to a political power (2000: 55). Same words are 
identified as the site of conflict. Anglo-Saxon, for example, is quoted 
in the corpus as a term of abuse (nasty Anglo-Saxon cafJitalist 
excesses ... detested Aııglo-Saxon model ... dreadful Aııglo-Saxon 
inequality), but this use is ascribed to others, and the writers in the 
corpus theınselves use the term positively (the ideals of Anglo-Saxon 
democracy . .. Anglo-Saxon economies w ith their greater flexibility). 
The term becomes a rallying point, delimiting quite effectively those 
for whom it is a stigma term and those for whom it is a banner word 
(2000: 66). 

Teubert uses the identification of recurrent iteıns, phrases and 
collocations to unpack the assumptions behind the Eurosceptic 
discourse and to make explicit what is implied but left unsaid: that, 
according to the Eurosceptics, only Britain out of the whole of 
Europe is a true democracy with a truly accountable government 
(2000: 76-77). In doing so he reveals the 'subliminal message' 
conveyed by the repetition of lexical items and the formatian of 
pattern of association. 
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Flowerdew (1997; see also Flowerdew 1998) reveals an analogous 
hidden message in Patten's speeches, arguing that 'lexical reiteration 
and patterning' is important in suggesting (or 'creating the myth' 
that Western ideas about the market economy, freedom of the 
individual, the rule of law, and democratic participation had a benigr: 
influence on Hong Kong during its period as a British colon:• 
Evidence for this argument again comes from collocational informa
tion. For example, in Patten's speeches the words economy ane' 
economic are usually found in positive environments. Typical collc-
cates are choice, freedom, fairness, cheerfulness, growth, goo:i 
health, virtues, benefits, positive change, success, talent and initiatiu:-, 
These words not only ereare a prosody of 'goodness', but also !id: 
economy to other Western values such as choice and freedom. Simila• 
points are made about the words wealth, individual and rule of la:-: 
Here are Flowerdew's selected examples illustrating Patten's use 
the words individual, individuals and individuality: 

the individual against the srate 
the individual against the col!ective 

the rights of the individual 
decency and fairness, individuality and enterprise 

respect for the individua!'s rights 
the individual's rights to privacy 

individuals and families free to nın their own lives 
opportunities for individuals to shape their own lives 

the privacy of individuals 
individuals and rheir right to seck the protection of the cc;::-:~ 

the freedom of individuals tO manage rheir affairs without fear of arbirr:.:--

The words that co-occur wiıh individual here are positi,-e 
rights, respect, free, opportunities. Individuality co-occurs 
decency and fairness, and the concept as a whole is set agairxsr 
state and the collective. Individuality, then, !ike economic freed.cxc;, 
presented as enıirely positive; moreover the worth of individu,:: 
assumed rather than sıated: ıhere is an assumption that the 
Britain and Hong Kong share the same values. Through :bs 
other methods, Flowerdew argues, Patten builds up the m~·:h 
'good colonial'. 

A similar example from Fairclough (2000) is the use of tre' 
business in a corpus of British Prime Minister Blair's speeC:t:ts 
other ıexıs concerned wiıh New Labour.3 In the New Labour _,.,, ''"''"'' ' 
business clearly has a positive prosody, collocaıing wi:h 

3 The Labour Party was the main sociatist party in British politics. In the J :>~'> 
its policies and discarded much of its socialist agenda. Party leaders r:c.-:. 

'New Labour'. 
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indicating co-opera tion, such as partnership, involvement, collahora
tion, dialogue and relationships, as well as with words indicating 
support, such as help, promote, boost, empower, enhance, encourage 
2nd so on (2000: 30-31). The implicit message is that New Labour is 
breaking with the traditions of the pası, which set the Labour Party 
:n opposition to the values of the business world. 

Fairclough makes more explicit comparison between ıwo corpora 
- the New Labour corpus and a corpus of earlier Labour Parıy 
iocuments - wiıh respect to a number of words and phrases. This 
:omparison allows him to show changes in the ideology of the party 
:.brough i ts language or, to take a critical linguistics view, to trace the 
r-,rervention of language in those changes. He also uses a general 

--:orpus for comparison. Fairclough identifies words which are dis-
-:roportionately frequenı in the New Labour corpus (i.e. 'keywords' 

Scott's 1996 sense), such as new, MODERNISE, partnership, 
>;ôness and together. These keywords serve to identify what the 
:-:oponents of New Labour see as the significant differences between 
"::,~ir party and i ts predecessor. New Labour is forward-looking (not 
.cc-rashıoned, as Old Labour was perceived to be); it is interested in 
"'-Operation beıween different segments of society (not concerned 
v ,:,n conflicı, as Old Labour was perceived to be); and it is concerned 

:he interesrs of business (not anti-capitalisı, as Old Labour was 
:x':eiYed to be). The reiıeration of these keywords represents an 
:::z:,zbiishment of difference beıween Old and New Labour. 

.v:llocaıions, too, indicare the gap beıween Old and New Labour. 
·x:·ord rights collocates wiıh responsibilities and duties in the 
Labour corpus; conversely, responsibilities and duties collocate 

with righıs (Fairclough 2000: 40-41 ). Boıh righıs and 
are expressed as belonging to individuals. [n the 

Labour corpus, respoıısibilities is found mainly in the ccıntext 
P~C:::ion of public authorities and other corporaıe bodies. Com

on this corpus, Fairclough observes that ' ... the close 
:,ıvc:,ııcx:sr between 'rights' and 'responsibilities' in New Labour 
>:r''!E'!s:::zc, i_s absenı, and we have rather the divorcing of rights from 

> 11/'YD:<ss~:lıııes ... ' (2000: 41). Anoıher example of changing use is 
''" ualues, which is found much more frequenıly in the New 

corpus than in the earlier one (2000: 47). In the earlier 
:,'!:m:>ô, ~-,.;bes (except in its economic sense) collocates most strongly 

socialism or Labour, and occurs in almost half 
::'v:,rces in the context of 'conflict between Labour and its 

i'Y:'''''':ıv:::· :.:::pponents'. In the New Labour corpus, values does not co
, __ ::, s?cialist or with indications of conflict; instead, values 
=<>~-:- trequently in the context of indications of change and 
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modernity, as in we have applied these values to the modern wotld, 
and in the cantext of shared perceptions of decency, as in comman 
values, essential values and traditional values. 

Piper's work (2000a, b) examines some key iıems such as lifelong 
learniııg in a corpus of governınent and EU documents. Her study is 
wide-ranging and im portant for its integration of corpus observation 
and social ıheory. Here I shall concenırate on her meıhods of 
interpretaıion of eorpus data, not because her methods are differem 
from those of other researchers, but because she explicates ıhem so 
clearly. For example, in considering the collocaıes that the words sh e 
is studying have, she classifies those collocaıes inıo types and ıhec 
draws a connection between the callocational behaviour of the word 
and iıs social significance. For example, she noıes that learniııg in a 
general corpus precedes words indicaling problems (disahilities, 
difficulties) and 'experiential aspects of learning' (curve, methods, 
process, experiences). In the specialised 'Lifelong Learning' corpus. 
the same word has same of the same uses, being followed h 
difficulties and by activities, methods, materials and pı-ogrammes. 
buı it also 'modifies more insıiıuıionalised concepts', such as societ\·, 
age and culıure (Piper 2000a: 12). She comments that in ıhese 
phrases 'the human subject is subsumed wiıhin su perord ina te and ail
embracing social, cultural and temporal entities'. The terın 'lifelong 
learning' is ofıen preceded by of, and this in turn often follows words 
reflecting newness, such as adoption, challenge, chanıfJion, imtJ!e
nıentation, as well as words which indicare thought, such as awarE
ness, concept, defiııition, form, idea, issue and visian (2000a: 16 
Thus Piper's interpretation of lifelong learning as a new concep: 
which stili has to be defended wiıh argument arises from a classiiica
tion and interpretation of collocaıes. 

As well as lexis, Piper uses gramn1atical concepts in her argumen:s, 
For example, she noıes that the frequent phrase for lifeloııg learııing 
most commonly follows nouns indicating provision, enablement an0 
control (such as foundation, franıework, planning, policy, resoura.; 
and support) (2000a: 17). This, she notes, suggests that lifelon2 
learning is the responsibility of institutions, who must organise i:_ 
rather than of the individual who will, hopefully, do the learnics. 
Using Halliday's terminology, 'the people who do the learning are nu:. 
agenıs buı patienıs, the goals and beneficiaries of processes which 2.:: 
as likely to be controlled by sameone else as by ıhemselves' (2000:. 
17). A related study of the term individuals is reporıed in Pip~: 
(2000b). Thus, the word, its collocates and its grammalical patterrc· 
ing are linked to iıs sernantic roles and to the ideology of the ıex;, 
coınprising the corpus. 
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A sornewhat similar approach is ıaken by Morrison and Love 
1996) in their analysis of lerters to the editar from issues of ıwo 

Zimbabwean magazines. They use word-frequency lists to identify 
high-frequency conıenı words, such as people, fJarty, president anel 
Zimbabwe. They ıhen noıe the sernantic roles that each iteın most 
ofıen ıakes. For example, President is ofıen the subject of verbal or 
mental process verbs (e.g. the President agaiıı promised ... as the 
President said himself). Morrison and Love comment that 'the 
\'\Tİters position the Presidentas the articulator of government policy' 
1996: 62). 

The word people, on the other hand, is used in a number of 
Jifferent ways which none the less combine to form a consistent 
picture of oppression and suffering. People in Morrison and Love's 
corpus is the subject of dauses indicating difficulıy ( ... are facing 
starvation, ... travel at least 15 knıs), or of verbs indicaling a 
;-;egative reaction ( ... aı·e grumbliııg, ... are disgruııtled), or of 
;cassive verbs indicaling powerlessness ( ... are stil/ being exploited, 

. . are prevented from). lı is the object of verbs indicaling 'violence 
enel ahuse' (1996: 65) ( ... suppress the people, ... beat up people), 
and of verbs indicaling manipulaıion of the way people think ( ... 
"?Iİsinforming people, ... confusing the people). Morrison and Love 
;ee in such patterns of use evidence of the 'discourse of disillusion
sent' referred to in their title. 

Stubbs and Gerbig (Gerbig 1993; Sıubbs 1996; Sıubbs and Gerbig 
;993) also focus on grammar, and on the importance of grammalical 
,:hoice. Ergative verbs, such as CLOSE, for example, can be used to 
::-:eveal or hide responsibility for a given event, as in these contrasting 
--ersrons: 

~;,;;;eral firms have closed their factories 
_;,;;.c:ories have been closed 
:_::_2,:-wries have closed 

A \Vriter who consistently chooses the intransitive option in 
:x.:ımples such as ıhese presents economic evenıs as if they were 
-_·:>zmral events, outside huınan control. A writer who consistentlv 
:(:ooses the transitive, active opıion tends to sıress the responsibiliıy 
>.::-ne by people who ıake decisions to do ıhings like close facıories. 
-:-, ideology of the text produced cannot be inıerpreıed from a single 
:.:s:ance of use: it is the cumulaıive effect of many choices that is 
::::-:Z'ortant. 

I: is important also to recognise that a single grammalical choice 
:·:'-es not have a single meaning. For example, in the discussion 

it was stated that the intransitive choice with an ergative verb 
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'means' that the writer or speaker fails to ascribe cause or responsc
bility. The implication was that the writer or speaker would be on tht 
side of major institutions such as government, industry ete whc 
would be the prime movers behind events such as factory closures 
and who may prefer to leave this unsaid. However, this is only one 
interpretation, Gerbig (1993, in Stubbs 1996: 145-146) argues tha: 
in texts produced by environmental agencies the intransitive in 
dauses such as the erisis deepens ... the size of the Antaretic ozoı:,: 
ho/e has increased imp!ies a situation that is out of control, rather 
than an absence of blame. Caution needs to be exercised in the 
interpretation of corpus data with respect to the ideology of the tex:
producer. This point will bereturned to below. 

Another example of grammatical features being used to interpre: 
ideology is Wickens' analysis of on-line teaching materials designed 
for use in British university Law departments (Wickens 1998:. 
Wickens analyses projected clauses, i.e. that-dauses following verbs 
such as SAY, THINK, ARGUE, CLAIM and adjectives such as likely, 
possible, doubtful and so on (cf Hunston 1993d; Stubbs 1996). He 
concentrates particularly on instances where an assertian is attributed 
to a source, either the speaker themselves (as in I thiıık the Lau. 
doesn't nıake it their policy to . .. ) or someone else (as in Econonıists 
recognise that ... ) and underrakes a careful classification of the 
possible sources. Wickens (1998) notes that in textbooks attributions 
are used to make statements about generalised circumstances and to 
quote otber academic and !ega! texts. He suggests that: 

... the textbook is concerned to fit its knowledge claims into the linguistic 
structure of the academic discourse community and explicit!y draws on 
intertextual resources to place itself within the framework of the cumulative 
knowledge of the field. 

In seminars and lectures, on the other hand, attribution is mainly 
to the self, as tbe tutor spends soıne time giving his or her own 
opinion based on experience of the law. Quoting examples such as 
Now I'm sure that the parties didn't nıean that when they drafted 
... , And I think that that' sa borderline case, and I was relieved to 
see that the House of Lords overturned this, Wickens comments: 

[The tutor] presents the Law notasa clear cut set of ru!es or principles but 
asa fallible process which one should not take at face value. 

The on-line practice materials are !ike tbe seminars intbat studems 
are presemed with actual cases and are asked to discuss them in the 
light of !ega! tbeory and precedent. Unlike seminars, however, the 
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.. ,_~--~line materials contain few stateınents attributed to personal 
· · of tbe rype quoted above. . . I· 

. f h' . th t tbe on-lıne materıa s are 
\\'ickens' interpretatıon o t ıs ıs a d h I 

. . . . th both the textbooks an t e ectures 
'::-~oYens::~ ~~n c~h~f~;~ısd~~:ıreceive a less critica! interpretation I of 

~~-a;~~~~v' i; about. In the textbooks? Law is presented
1 

as a mu tıf 
·.· . I t that ıs ın a contınua process o ... ,_ed ıntertextua construc . f 1 

;;,_~_."ı '. . h . L is presented asa sıte o persona 
"~-oo-otıatıon In t e semınars, aw , . h 
···'-·'"'b · · d aro-ument In the on-line n1aterials neıt er process 
:2.terpretatıon an eo • . . 1 d · the practices of 
- -~onstruction or interpretatıon - ıs revea e ın_ - . f 

- h . r . s not ı u st tor one set o ,c"",;bution. This conclusion as ımp ıcatıon , . -d 
~-.-~~~;. aterials but for the mavement towards computer-assıste 
:ı-ııne m , d . 

;;~::rning support materials in many aca emıc areas. 

ldeology in a general corpus 

j, the work deseribed above, the discourse dof a particrla~e~:~~~~ 
in a articuiar context, ıs examıne to revea . ı _b 

, p . h as P'ıper often use companson wıth a - r tions Wrıters suc l · · 
.c:p ıca . h. hliaht these. Piper (2000a) notes that earnıııg ın 
e~eraı c~~fs~~ t~o/:s h'as coııocates not found in a general corpus. 
;·"' specı l· P' (lOOüb) she notes that ıııdıınduals has a 
_-s~~~er:~~;ro?au:a~~nin ı;~eneral corpus than in the specialis~d ~n~. 
~: o (P' 2000b· 24) that the difference suggests that polıcy
:_ .. ::ıek~rgude~ ıpere' does .not simplv arise from socio-cultural n orms, 
::na ·ıng ıscours . -
but quite specifically contrıbutcs to] them. s not as 'backaround' to a 

h · to use a o-enera corpu , I::J . 

-~An~t er ~~pbıı~t as the f~cus of a study itself. To do so implıes 
::-!-'ecı ~ stu , ' l us as a repositorv of cultural ınformatıon 
regardıng the gener~v~~l;'(Hunston 1995b)'. Like the specific studies, 

z~oo~t ao~o~~~~y ~~:d uses comparari ve frequency, collocation an~ 
"or d .·d ce for sema n tic prosody as ı ts data. Lcxıca 
phraseology, an evı en d b h cultural saliencv and which 
items are selectcd for stu Y t at ave a . . ' 
can be said to embody key ideasına gıven socıety. S ll , (1996) 

M h Of the discussion below wıll focus on tu' os 
, uc , h · d wbıch capture 

examples of 'cultural keywords ' t at ıs, w or s . t , Stubbs 
important social and political facts about a communı y. 

summarises his work thus: 

'he main cemcent is that words occur in charahcteristicdcohllo.cfatır·,eıntsh,e\Yhich 
ı .r • h - ave an t ere o show the associations and connotatıons t ey ,:_ 
assumptions which they embody. (Stubbs 1996: 1 ;2) 

Stubbs gives numerous examples, most notably words connected 
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with education (fal/ing standards, back to basics and so on), wock 
(worker, Job, career, employnıent and so on), nationalitv, and 

2
, 

network of inter~onnected w~rds: service, care, family an'd so or:
Soıne of the most ıınportant poınts he ınakes are these: 

Frequency information can be used to deduce what aspect of ı 
sıtuatıon _the socıety consıders to be most salient. Using simpie 
comparatıve frequency, for example, Stubbs notes that in the BBC 
corpus from the Bank of English, the abstract word unemploymen: 
ıs much nıore frequent that the more personal word uııemployed. 
Accordıng to Stubbs, unemployment 'applies to areas and popula
tıons, rather than to the people who are unemployed. It collocares 
not wıth references to individual people, but with references w 
groups and ,categories of people and to areas, and with quantitatiYc 
expressıons (1996: 180). An ıııterpretatıon of this is that public 
dıscourse ın Brıtaııı focuses on the abstract demographic phenom
enon . of unemployment mo re frequently rhan on the personal 
experıence of people who are unemployed and, by extension, that 
ıt ıs concerned with society as an abstract, quantifiable notian 
more than as a collecrion of individuals. 
Newly emerging collocations can be used to indicate the growtlı of 
new concepts, and changes_ in the meaning of words. For example~ 
Stubbs notes that collocatıons such as single parent families and 
ımmarrıed nıothers 'signal important changes in social structures~ 
(1996: 184). In these cases, a new phrase indicates the inercasing 
prevalence of a particular family structure. 4 An other novel co ll o~ 
ca tion, w?rking moth~r, _ whi~h means 'a mather in paid employ
ment outsıde the home , ıs evıdence for a change in the ıneanino- of 
the word work, from a general 'doing something' to 'paid empfov--
ment'. · 

The range of collocates that a word has can revcal the range of 
assocıatıons that ır has .. Taking Stubbs' work on family a stage 
furti:er~ for examı:Ie, ıt ıs ınteresting to exaınine the compounds 
consıstıng of famıly f~llowed by a noun in the Bank of English. 
From thıs evıdcnce, vıews of the family appear ro include: the 
famıl_y as a cohesive group of people acting as a single entity 
(fanııly home, famıly lriend, family holiday, family business, 
famıly reımıon, faınıly mcoıne, family gatberings, family outings, 

4 

In the Bank of English corpus, the phrase one parent (mnily!ies occurs 319 times si
1
wfe 

~are:ıt faıııily!i~s 2~~ times, !tuo fJarr:nt (~nıily!ies 111 tiın~s, and foııe parent (a~;ıi!y/ies 
-9tınıes. The ıc!atn·c_ ~requencr of oııe/smg/e!/oııe parent (amily!ies suggests the social 
s;ılıence of such. faınılıes, w hercas the signifıcant presence of tum fJarem (amily!ies 
suggests that famıJy 'norıns' are a site of conflict. 
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:~inıily bereavement); as a historical enti~y comprisin~ conti~ı~ity 
cçrween generations (family history, faınıly tree, famıly tradıtıoıı, 
.:mily heirloom); as the site of conflict and breakdown (famıly 

:herapy, family support, family breakdoıun, famıly probl~ms, 
"::mily feuds, family squabbles, faınıly coımseilor); as a unıt w,thın 
:he political and bureaucratic life of the state (famıly law, famıly 
doctor, family health service, family polıcy, famıly ımıt, famıly 
;tructure, family allowance); and as the sıte of partıcular socıal 
virtues (family ualues, family eııtertaiııınent). 
Strong collocations become fixed phrases_ that re_present a ~ack~
gjna of information, such that the assertıon behınd the ph ı ase ıs 
fes;" open ro question than it would be in a less fixed expressıon. 
For example, Stubbs suggests that, ın the cantext of dıscoıırse 
about education, the collocation falling staııdards has become a 
fixed phrase. lt is ıherefore less easy to challenge the ass~rtıon that 
'standards are less high now than they were prevıously. He say s 
' ... if collocations and fixed phrases are repeatedly used as 
unanalysed units in media discussion and elsewhere, then ır ıs very 
plausihle that people will come to thmk about thıııgs ın such 
terms' (1996: 195). Anather example mıght be the phrase ıllegal 
imnıigrant. The collocation between illegal and ımmıgrant (whıch 
has both a high ı-score anda high MI-score) suggests that thıs ısa 
fixed, 'unanalysed' phrase. The existence of such a fixed phrase 
ınight be said ro Icad people to accept wıthout questıon that the 
mavement from one country to another under soıne _cı~cun:s~ances 
is reprehensible, and, further, that all immigration ıs ıllegıtımate. 
(At the time of writing, the tcrm bogus asylum seeher see m s to he, 
depressina]v well on the way to becoming anather such fixed 
phrase.) S~~ alsa Dodd (2000) for examples of 'infor:nation 
packages' in compound nouns used ın East and West Crernıan 
newspapers. 
Because of semanıic prosody, a word or phrase can carry a covert 
messaae. For example, Stubhs (1996: 188) notcs that the word 
intelle~tual co-occurs with words which many people would regard 
as neaative including contempt, hippie, leftist and students. He 
goes ~n t~ suggest that this negativity carrics ?ve.r to other 
collocations, such as jewish intel/ectual and Marxıst mtellectual. 
He araues that, although a speaker might argue that a phrase such 
as je:;;ish intellectual is a purely objective desc_rıptıon, a n~~a_tl\~e 
judgement is being implied, because of semantıc prosody. Thıs ıs 
perhaps controversial where a w_ord has more than one meaı~ıng
does the prosody of one meanıng carry over ı~. the ,other. For 
example, words such as bliııd and deaf have lıteral mcanıngs 
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(' cannot see/hear' and 'without the full range of sight/hearing') an~ 
'metaphoric' ones. The metaphoric meanings occur in phrases sud:
as tum a blind eye to and tum a dea( ear to. These phrases meac. 
'do not pay attention to', and construe the blindness and deafnes• 
in question as a deliberate avoidance strategy. lt could be arguec 
(e.g. Hunston 1999a) that the meaning of blind and dea( in thes.e 
phrases constitutes a prosody that influences attitudes to litera' 
blindness and deafness; however, there is no evidence for rhcs 
influence, and a counter-argument would be that the differen: 
meanings exist independently, having no influence upon each otheL 

There are, it seems, two important questions in the application o{ 
corpus techniques to the study of ideology and to the practice oc 
critica! linguistics. These are: What is to be observed? and How are 
interpretations to be made? Stubbs, and the researchers who haYe 
been influenced by him, appear to milise the following steps. In terms 
of method, frequency of occurrence, regularities of co-occurrence 
and of usage are observed, comparatively where appropriate. This 
ınformatıon ıs used to draw conclusions about collocation, seınanti,,: 
prosody, and typical grammatical and sernantic roles. That informa
~ion İI?- tur~ is used in the identification of salicnt concepts, oi 
ınconsıstencıes and sites of conflict, of difference and of change. A 
further !eve! of interpretation is needed to relate these aspects ro 
covert attitudes, implicit messages, and the discontinuity betweer, 
discourse and experience. 

Corpus evidence for disadvantage 

One of the key concerns of critica! linguistics is the perpetuation of 
inequality and disadvantage by a community's public discourse. 
There are ınany studies showing how groups identified by ethnicity, 
g~nder~ or class, are construed in ways that constitute oppression~ 
eıther ın the media as a whole (e.g. van Dijk 1991, van Leeuwen 
1996) or in texts of a particular type (e.g. Caldas-Coulthard 1996). 
More recent!y there have been attempts to show how information 
from a corpus can contribute to studies of this kind. Krishnamurth,· 
(1996) considers the typical contexts of the words tribeltribal, ethni~! 
ethnicity and race/racial and suggests that these words are used to 
construct 'otherness', in that they mark a clear difference between the 
groups referred to and the targer readership of the texts they are used 
İn. The use, particularly of tribal, is often pejorative, and Krishna
munhy argues that the use of any of these words ınay be evidence of 
racism. Similarly, Stubbs' (1996) discussion of the prosody of 
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--::: .. ciiectual (see above) suggests that the term jewish intellectual is 

-_,,·eı-tlv anti-semitic . 
.. -Si;,darly, Caldas-Coulthard and Moon ( 1999) investigate a corpus 

:he Sun and News of the World newspapers to dıscover the 

1 
.. :-ectives collocating with words such as maıı and womaıı. The two 
'"" of adjectives are significant!y different, with only woman beıng 
c:c-:·dified significantly often by adjectıves ıııdıcatıııg physıcal appear
.:c-:e. such as beautiful, pretty and lovely, and only maıı beıng 
_::/)dified significantly by adjectives indicating ımportance, _such as 

big, great and main. Further investiga_tion confirms th:s asym
.~ .. e:rv. For example, the adjective right ıs used to mo~ıfy botlı 
-:c-:JJJ;an and man, but right woman most often rneans ~he r~ght 
x .. rman for this man' whereas right man most oftcn means the rıght 
.. ,~~ for the job' (Hunston 1999a). These findings suggest that 
,..-omen and men are construed differently by the dıscourse of popular 
:<:wspapers, affirming inequality between the genders ın socıety. 

Corpus work of this kind seems to me to raıse two ımportant 
:uestions. The first is the nature of the outcoıne of the :orpus 
:esearch. One interpretation of Caldas-Coulthard and Moon s find

would run along these lines: 'We know that our socıety ıs sexıst, 
we know that this sexism is reflected and perpetuated by the 

:'.iscourse of popular journalism. The study of adjectives reveals one 
>i the ways that these newspapers represent women and men 
,;:;_ifferently and unequally.' In other wo:ds, sexıs~ ıs assumed; h~w ır_ 
; manifested is discovered. A second ınterpretatıon would be: Ouı 
•:udv reveals a sexism in popular newspapers, and therefore ın 
;oci~ty, w hi ch we suspected but di d not know before.' In other :vords, 

5.exism is discovered; nothıng ıs _assumed. Th~ s~coı:~ , o ı t~e~e 
üırerpretations is attractive because ıt seems more obıectıve , hut ıt ıs 
1 

more difficult one to sustain. For example, I have assumed that the 
credominance of the personal relationship meanıng of the rıght 
;coman in a corpus of newspapers meant that wo~en ın those nev.,rs
:;apers were construed as belonging to the domesnc sphere more tha~ :o the sphere of work. The work-related meanıng of the rıght ma,ı 
indicated that the opposite was true for men; taken together thıs w as 
an argument for the perception of women as less sıgnıficant ın the 
--.Yorld of paid work than men. This assumption has been challenged, 
however, and an alternative interpretation offered: that men are beın~ 
construed as Iess emotionally competent because they ;nore frequently 
need 'the right woman' to make theır lıves complete. The poınt here 
is that if it is assumed, because of other evıdence, that women are ın 

" This was suggestcd by Chris Tribble (personal communication). 


